
WebNMS Products 
 

 

Agent Tester 

WebNMS Agent Tester is a comprehensive SNMP agent-
testing tool to perform functional and non-functional 
validation with debugging of SNMP agents.  
 
CLI API 

WebNMS CLI API supports CLI protocols, such as SSH 
stack (SSH1 and SSH2), CLI telnet, and CLI transport 
provider (for custom protocols); offers CLI command 
set and functions, such as CLI parsing.  
 
Simulation Toolkit 
The WebNMS Simulation Toolkit provides a 
comprehensive set of tools for creating a simulated 
environment. It not only supports setting up a 
simulated agent but also simulating an entire network 
in Windows, Linux, and Solaris.  
 
SNMP Adaptor for JMX 

WebNMS SNMP Adaptor for JMX provides out-of-the-
box fault and performance management for JBoss 
application servers with its unique SNMP agent for 
JBoss. It also caters to the needs of the JMX developers 
who require standards-based SNMP management of 
their MBeans. A wide range of JMX implementations 
and application servers are supported. 
 
SNMP Agent for Linux 
WebNMS SNMP Agent for Linux, that comes for FREE, is 
a proven solution for Linux users to monitor and 
manage the Linux system through both SNMP and Web 
consoles. It helps the Linux users to maximize their 
system availability and overall performance. 
 
V5 Protocol Stack 
V5 Protocol Stack is a portable, ANSI C implementation 
of the ETSI and ITU-T switching and signaling protocol 
stack for V5 interfaces. 
 
SNMP Agent Toolkit C Edition 
WebNMS Agent Toolkit C Edition is a rapid prototyping 
and development tool for building SNMP agents, TL1 
agents, CLI agents, and multi-protocol agents in strict 
ANSI C language. 
 
SNMP Agent Toolkit Java Edition  
The WebNMS SNMP Agent Toolkit Java Edition is a rapid 
prototyping and development tool used for building 
Java-based standalone SNMP and TL1 agents.  
 
SNMP API 

WebNMS SNMP API is a comprehensive development 
environment that comprises Java SNMP library and 
protocol stack for building SNMP management 
applications. It supports all three versions of 
SNMP:SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and SNMPv3 in one common 
API.  

 

  

SNMP API .NET Edition 

WebNMS SNMP API .NET Edition offers a 
comprehensive development toolkit for SNMP-based 
network management applications. WebNMS's SNMP 
stack comprises a set of powerful .NET SNMP library to 
build real-time applications for monitoring and tracking 
network elements that are reliable and scalable.  
 
SNMP Utilities 
WebNMS SNMP Utilities consists of tools that enable 
SNMP management, which supports SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, 
and SNMPv3. MIB Browser is one such tool for browsing 
MIBs in the MIB tree. 
 
SNMP Micro Agent for MySQL 

WebNMS Micro Agent for MySQL provides out-of-the-
box ability to monitor and manage the MySQL database 
through SNMP and HTTP (Web Console). 
 
TL1 API 

WebNMS TL1 API combines the power of TL1 protocol 
stack and TL1 message parser and contains TL1 tools, 
such as TL1 craft interface and TL1 message builder 
that help in rapid application development.  
 
TMF Management Solutions 

Offers necessary components that enable TMF 513/814 
northbound compliance for any Element Management 
System (EMS) developed using Web NMS. Implements 
and conforms to the TMF standards specified in TMF 
513/608/814 document version 2.5.  
 
V5 Monitor 
V5 Monitor is a PC based visual tool with a easy to use 
Java GUI for monitoring and analyzing ITU-T/ETSI V5 
interfaces which is available for Linux and Windows OS. 
 
V5 LE Simulator 
V5 LE Simulator is a PC based tool which simulates a 
V5 Local Exchange to test any V5 AN implementation 
and is available in both online and offline modes. 

 
 

WebNMS Framework 

An open, standards-based, scalable network 
management platform that enables easy development 
of custom element management system (EMS) and 
network management system (NMS) applications.  
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